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Abstract 
 

Phytophthora infestans is an oomycete, notoriously known for its impact on Ireland during the mid 

1800-century, responsible for the late potato blight resulting in the crop failure of the potato and 

leading to famine. Being an eukaryotic unicellular organism, P.infestans has a developed 

cytoskeletal structure, in which the actin protein can be found. A protein needed for locomotion and 

structure. This project focused on the protein alpha-actinin, a protein known to bind actin filaments. 

The main focus being analysis of the calcium binding EF-motifs, found in the C-terminal of the 

alpha-actinin protein. The extracted protein was purified using a combination Ni-IMAC and gel 

filtration columns. The analysis of the protein’s structure and interaction was performed through the 

use of circular dichroism spectroscopy, and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). The circular 

dichroism spectroscopy results showed that the protein had an absorption curve indicating the 

presence of two independently connected alpha helixes. Analysis of the melting point, using the 

circular dichroism spectroscopy data showed that the EF-hands were calcium binding. This could 

be seen when measuring the unfolding of the protein, both in the presence and absence of calcium. 

With the protein having a higher melting point in the presence of calcium. The results of the ITC 

showed that the protein’s affinity towards the calcium ligand is weak. Which might be a cause due 

to low protein concentrations, or as result of structure for the EF-hands within the P.infestans.
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Phytophthora infestans 
 
Phytophthora infestans is an oomycete, belonging to the eukaryotic domain of the kingdom 

chromista. This member of the phytophthora family is more commonly referred to as the potato 

blight disease. Responsible for the Irish potato famine, which ravished 1840’s Europe, causing over 

a million deaths and furthermore leading to the mass emigration to the Americas [1]. The presents 

of P.infestans is still continued to this day, effecting both food production and economic growth, 

primarily that of the continental United States of America [1]. P.infestans is a fungus like 

unicellular water mould, although resembling fungi the species is actually related to algae, such as 

kelp and plankton [3], with its genome size being 240 Mb [3]. 
 
1.2 Cytoskeletal structure 
 
Eukaryotic cells consist of wide range of different proteins with various functions. A major part is 

the cytoskeletal filaments, proteins such as tubulin, actin and intermediate filament protein. These 

complex protein structures are at the basic level made up out of other smaller more simple segments 

ranging from multi to single subunits, with functions ranging from the locomotion to internal 

structure of the cell. The movements of cells are the result dynamic assembly and disassembly of 

actin filaments enabling for the manoeuvrability of the cell. These structures of actin filament are 

commonly found in two types, bundles and networks. However the actin filaments depend on actin-

binding proteins to form these structures [2]. The architecture of the actin-binding protein in 

combination with its flexibility is a determining factor in which type of actin filament structure is 

formed. This is because two actin-binding proteins cross-link the actin filaments forming the dimer 

structure of actin [12]. 
 
1.3 Alpha-actinin 
 
One protein associated with the binding of actin filaments, is the protein alpha-actinin, a member of 

the spectrin superfamily, to which spectrin and dystrophin also belongs [1]. α-Actinin has been 

found in most eukaryotic cell, ranging from all different kingdoms. Indicating protein being a 

conserved sequence found among most organisms, but notably is absent from plants and baker’s 

yeast. Indicating that this evolutionary trait developed from a unicellular organism within the 

protozoan kingdom [3]. As evolution has progressed, mutation of the protein has led to different 

isomers of α-actinin evolving [1]. Thus depending on the organism, α-actinin can consist of two 

distinct classes, calcium sensitive found in the cytoskeleton, and calcium insensitive occurring 
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within muscles [9]. The members of the spectrin superfamily all have a N-terminal, at which the 

actin-binding domain (ABD) is found. The site is constructed of two calponin homology domains, 

along with multiple repeating spectrin repeats. The central rod segment is located after the N-

terminal, with a structure of spectrin repeats forming the rod domain. Followed is the C-terminal 

were the calmoudin-like (CaM-like) domain is located [4]. The architecture of the protein results in 

thus the rod shaped structure with function groups at each end coupled with the dimerization of the 

protein, allows for the cross linking of actin in bundles [3]. 

 

1.4 Calcium and C-terminal structure   
 
An important ion for the function of cell’s protein structures is the calcium ion. Acting both as a 

second messenger in signal pathways, such as in signal transduction pathway, but also acting as a 

cofactor for different enzymes [14]. The C-terminal structure of α-actinin consists of EF-hands, a 

helix-loop-helix motif [10]. These EF-hands of the protein, enables for the binding of Ca2+ ions. 

Resulting in a confirmation change in the protein, exposing hydrophobic residues and allowing in 

the binding of actin at the N-terminal [2]. This types EF-hands can be found within other protein, 

which also binds calcium, notably that of the calmodulin protein, resulting in this domain receiving 

the notation of CaM-like [14].  

 

1.5 N-terminal and actin binding 
 
The structure of the N-terminal is constructed out of two calponin homology (CH) domains, 

forming a tandem pair of CH domains, creating the actin-binding domain (ABD) [6]. This is the 

most conserved domain of the actinin protein family, which is recalled in the high evolutionary 

conservation of actin, furthermore indicated in actinin [6]. It is assumed that most ABD maintains a 

closed configuration in the unbound state. Every CH domain is comprised of four dominant helices, 

creating the core of the domain [8]. 
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2. Background  
 
2.1 Circular Dichroism – spectroscopy  
 
Circular dichroism (CD) is a technique that utilizes horizontal and vertical polarised light, 

oscillating out of sync with each other by a quarter-wave, the resulting effect is a helix structure 

known as circularly polarised light. This non-superimposable structure can either be right or left-

handed being mirror images to each other. It is the difference in absorbance towards left and right-

handed light, which is the basis for circular dichromism. A molecule with different absorbance is 

considered optically active, meaning CD spectroscopy can be utilized to analyse the material [7]. 

Another method of analysis is increasing the temperature of the system while continuously 

measuring the absorption of the material, allows for an estimated melting point to be concluded, 

since the able material to absorb light will decrease as temperature increases [7]. 

 
 
	

2.2 Isothermal Titration Calorimeter 
 
Isothermal titration calorimeter (ITC) measures the heat evolved or absorbed in liquid samples, 

resulting from the exact mixing of reactants. The system consists out of two independent cells, a 

reference and mixing cell. Allowing the direct measuring for the dissociation constant Kd of 

molecules, such as the affinity between a protein and ligand, along with the enthalpy change of the 

reaction [11]. The volume of the macromolecule is noted as Mt, and the accompanying ligand as Xt, 

coupled together these volumes give the correct volume of the cell (XMt) [13]. Using the XMt 

volume along with the normalized enthalpy of the system, the reaction of each injection/mixing can 

be potted. A thermogram can be created using the measured power (heat) shift after each injection, 

plotted against time of reaction/injection [13]. 

 

3. Aim  
 
The aim of this project is to analyse the structure of the α-actinin protein derived from P.infestans, 

with the EF-motifs found in the C-terminal being investigating. The objective is the basic 

understanding of the structure in the CaM-like domain. Achieved through measuring the absorbance 

of light, melting point and binding affinity.  
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4. Method & Material  
 
4.1 Transformation 
 
Vector containing the plasmid for α-actinin EF-motif and ABD sites were transformed unto two 

cultures of E.Coli.  The bacteria were afterwards plated on to Luria-Bertaini-agar plates. The 

bacteria was incubated overnight at 37 °C. A single colony from the EF and ABD plates were 

resuspended in 10 ml Luria-Bertaini-media with 10 µl carbenicillin (ratio 1000:1), the samples were 

allowed to grow at 37 °C until an OD of 0.6 had been achieved. Afterwards 2ml of each culture 

were diluted with 2 ml 100% glycerol, and stored in a freezer at -80 °C. From the remaining 

samples, 10 µl of bacteria culture, 10 µl carbenicillin and 10 ml LB-media was mixed and 

incubated overnight at 37 °C while shaking. 

 
4.2 Plasmid purification 
 
A colony of bacteria culture was purified using QIAprep™ spin miniprep kit according to the 

protocol accompanying the kit. The plasmid was stored in a freezer for future use. 
 
4.3 Expression of transformed bacteria culture 
 
A bacteria culture using the same volumes/ratios of LB-medium and carbenicillin was created, 

using the EF bacteria culture stored in -80 °C, the culture was left to grow overnight at 37 °C. The 

culture was afterwards allowed to grow in 2L LB-media, until an OD of 0.8. IPTG was afterwards 

added to the culture and incubated at 16 °C overnight. The bacteria were then centrifuged, the 

supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in 25 ml PBS-buffer (25 mM NaPB, 150 mM 

NaCl    pH 7.6). The samples were stored until further use in a freezer. 

 
4.4 Protein purification 
 
Ni-column purification 

The bacteria cells were thawed and mixed with 50 µl of 5% polyethyleneimine (pH 8.0) and then 

sonicated, 2.5 ml 10 % triton buffer was added to the solution. Incubated for 30 min on ice and then 

centrifuged. The supernatant was saved and purified. The protein was purified using a Ni-IMAC on 

an äkta design system, with the buffer composition of: 25 mM NaPB, 150 mM NaCl at pH 7.6, 

eluted with a buffer composition of: 25 mM NaPB, 150 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole at pH 7.6. 

The buffer mixture was run at three concentrations, 2%, 20% and 100%. The purified protein was 

afterwards quantified via SDS-PAGE (15%). 
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HiPrep™ 26/10 desalting column 

The purified protein was run through a gel filtration column, using an äkta design system, removing 

imidazol from the protein solution, thus desalting the solution. Using a buffer composition of: 25 

mM NaPB, 150 mM NaCl at pH 7.6. TEV-protease was added to the protein solution for the 

removal of His-tag from the protein, a SDS sample was taken at this time. The solution was 

incubated overnight. A SDS sample was taken afterwards. 

 
HiTrap™ column 

The protein solution containing TEV-proteas was loaded unto the äkta design system with a Ni-

IMAC column attached. Following the same protocol procedure as for the first Ni-IMAC 

purification..  A SDS sample was taken after purifying the solution. 
 
 
HiPrep™ 26/10 desalting column 

The protein was purified once more with a gel filtration column, removing the imidazol present in 

the solution. Using an äkta design system with a buffer consisting of: 50 mM Tris, 200 mM KCl at 

pH 8.0. A SDS sample was taken, and the protein was quantified via SDS-PAGE (15%).  
 
4.5 Protein analysis 
 
CD-spectropolarity  

The protein was concentrated using a 15 ml centrifugal filter. The concentration of the protein was 

calculated from absorbance of UV at 280 nm. 200 µl protein was sampled and mixed with 2 ml 

Tris-KCl buffer (see prior buffer). The CD absorption and melting point of the protein was tested 

both in absence and presence of Ca2+. The protein sample was mix with deionized water in the 

absence of Ca2+. For the presence of Ca2+, 475 µl protein solution was mixed with 25 µl CaCl2 200 

mM solution. 
 
ITC 

The calcium affinity of the protein was measured three times using a GH iTC 200. Using 

concentrations of 20 mM and 10 mM CaCl2, in combination with 240 µl protein, at 25 °C. The 20 

mM conc. was repeated once. 
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5. Results & Discussion  
 
5.1 Size and Structure 
 

The EF-hands of the actinin protein from P.infestans is a notably a small protein with a proximate 

weight of 16.9 kDa. This is quantified observing the SDS-PAGES, (see figure. 1A & B) 

 

  

Looking at figure 2, the absorbance at 225 nm and 205 nm shows a valley in the diagram, these 

signals are representative of possible α-helix structures absorbing the polarized light. The presence 

of the α-helixes would correspond with the known motif of the EF-hands, found in other organisms. 

The addition of calcium results in a minor shift of absorbency although this is more likely due to a 

slight shift of the concentration between the two samples.  

 

 
Figure 2: Shows the absorbance of polar light by the protein structure, both in the presence and absent of Ca. The Y-
axis showing the absorption of polarized light. The X-axis shows the wavelength of the light.  

Figure 1: The quantified results from SDS-PAGE. Protein ladder found in the far left of both gels. Gel A shows purification 
process from lysed DNA (far right) until the addition of TEV- protease. The protein has size of ~20KDa prior to the removal 
of His-tag. Gel B shows the purification after the His-tag has been removed, with the final pure protein at the far right 
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5.2 Melting point and binding of Ca2+ 

 
The analysis and comparison of the curves in figure 3, implies the melting point of the protein in 

absence of calcium is around 55°C. The addition of calcium to the protein solution notably shifted 

the melting point upwards towards 80°C. This shifting in temperature indicates that protein is 

calcium binding; hence the EF-hands of P.infestans are perhaps able to bind calcium in the 

cytoskeleton. Using the data gathered from the ITC (see table 1) a mean Kd can be estimated to be 

around 3300 µM for the EF motifs, along with an average enthalpy of ∆H=2.21 occurring at the 

binding reaction. However the data gathered from ITC is slightly inconsistent, this noted when 

comparing the datasets in figure 4 and 5. It indicates that the EF-hands might not bind the Ca2+ ion 

as strongly perceived, in comparison to the data gathered from CD-spectroscopy (see figure 3). 

Instead the affinity towards calcium is weak. Something to be considered is if the amount of protein 

expressed is sufficient enough for an accurate reading of the protein’s affinity towards calcium. 

Meaning potently the protein could have a slightly higher affinity towards the calcium ligand, but 

because of the low concentration an exact reading of Kd is problematic. As such a high amount of 

calcium is need for the reaction. Which might be a possibility, depending on the natural optimal 

conditions for P.Infestans. 

 

 

Figure 3: The graph shows how the melting point of the protein is dependent on the present of calcium. The grey line 

shows the protein in the absent of calcium, the black line showing the protein in the presence of calcium. X-axis shows 

the temperature increasing in °C. Y-axis shows the mean residue molar (MRW) ellipticity conc [θ]. The melting point 

can be estimated to be the temperature at the half waypoint in slope of the curve. The [θ] decreases as the protein 

unfold when the temperature increases. The conc. of CaCl2 used was 200 mM for the measuring.  
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 Kd ∆H 

Dataset A 2 568,3 µM 1,61 

Dataset B 3 698,5 µM 2,36 

Dataset C 3 896,5 µM 2,41 

Table 1: The shows Kd and ∆H results of from the ITC. 

Dataset A & C performed with 20 mM CaCl2, and 

dataset B performed with 10 mM CaCl2.   

B: 2 

C: 1 

A: 2 A: 1 

B: 1 

C: 2 

Figure 4: The graphs to the right show the corrected thermogram from the ITC results. Y-axis shows the power emitted 

during structure configuration, measured in µcal/sec. X-axis indicting time in minutes. The graphs on the left show the 

plotted values of each injection according to the heat (kcal/mole), versus the volume of ligand and macromolecule (XMt) 

within the cell. Graphs A & C were performed with 20 mM CaCl2, and graph B:s with 10 mM CaCl2.  
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Comparing the amino acid sequences of a known calcium binding protein such as calmodulin with 

that of α–actnini could potently hint at why the EF-hands have a low affinity towards calcium. In 

figure 7 it is shown that the similarities between the two sequences is 41 % for the EF-motif. 

Increasing to 47 % when including amino acids with similar properties, but it should be noted that 

even tough the functions of the amino acids are related, the sizes is not. Meaning this could be 

speculated towards having a major impact upon the affinity regarding the Ca2+ ion and EF-motif. 

Figure 5: The figure shows comparison of the three ITC results with each other. Dataset A & C used a 20 mM CaCl2 

conc. Dataset B used a 10 mM CaCl2 conc. All datasets had a protein conc. of 0.395 mM. 

EQAK EIKEVFDHF DLDNDGVLARDE FIMACKGL G 

EQIA EFKEAFSLF DKDGDGTITTKE LGTVMRSL G 
 
Figure 7: The figure shows the difference in coding sequence between the EF-
hands for α –actnini (top) and calmodulin (bottom) of P.Infestans. Green letters 
indicating amino acids are the same between sequences. Blue letter indicating 
different amino acids, but belonging to the same sub group, thus having similar 
properties. Red letters are the six Ca2+ binding residues. 

EQAK EIKEVFDHF DLDNDGVLARDE FIMACKGL G 

EQMN EFRASFNHF DRDHSGTLGPEE FKACLISL G 
 
Figure 8: The figure reveals the difference between the coding sequence for the 
EF-hands of P.Infestans (top) and Human (bottom). Green letters indicating 
amino acids are the same between sequences. Blue letter indicating different 
amino acids, but belonging to the same sub group, thus having similar 
properties. Red letters are the six Ca2+ binding residues. 
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While comparing the coding sequence between α–actnini P.Infestans and human, (see figure 8) 

reveals a higher percentage of conserved amino acids between the two species, for the EF coding 

sequence. Giving basis for the conservation of the CaM-like domain of the protein sequences across 

the eukaryotic domain. However as with calmodulin protein there are certain amino acids with 

similar function, but different size of the side chain. Although it should be noted the conservation is 

much lower when comparing the α–actinin protein in its entirety. Thus it could be hypothesised that 

the human EF-motifs are better suited for binding of calcium, in contrast to that of P.infestans.  

Possible this is a function of human α–actinin existing both as calcium sensitive and insensitive. 

Resulting in more specialized EF-hands with higher affinity towards calcium. Which could stem 

from the fact that mammalian and other animal cells are evolutionary young in comparison with the 

chromista kingdom. Thus a more optimized EF-hand with sensitivity towards calcium might be a 

result of evolution. Another hypothesis could be that because only a couple of algae have the α–

actinin protein, they have acquired it through consumption of other smaller organisms, meaning it 

potently have little or non actual function for the survival of P.infestans. 

 
5.3 The UV-light absorption and monomeric structure of the protein 
 
Inspecting the protein structure, a scarcity of phenol amino acids groups was found in the protein 

structure. Notably having no tryptophan present, coupled with low amounts of tyrosine and 

phenylalanine, resulting in low abortion of UV-light. This is observed when studying the absorption 

curve of the protein purification (see figure 9).  Analysis of the absorption graph in figure 10 shows 

that the protein is found to be a monomer; however there are two smaller peaks present prior to the 

monomer peak (see figure 10). The second smaller peaks could be the result of dimers forming, or 

perhaps the present of impurities. 

 

     
 Figure 9: The figure shows the first purification of the α-actnini protein 

(blue curve), using a Ni-IMAC. The first peak is the lysed and unfiltered 
DNA fragments and protein flow-through, lacking His-tag. Second peak 
shows the protein which bounds partly to the column, including some α-
actinin. Third peak revels the His-tagged α-actinin protein. Shown in red 
curve is the conductivity of the buffer increasing with the presence of 
imidazole.  
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5.4 Complications of N-terminal  
 
While studying the E.Coli transformed with the plasmids for the ABD site, it was found analysing 

the size and absorption of UV that the protein did not match the theoretical values. The expression 

however matched that of the EF-motfi found in the C-terminal. Thus the analysis of the N-terminal 

was halted, due to complications of the transformation and time restrains.  
   

6. Conclusion  
 
In conclusion the C-terminal of the α-actinin protein was found to have a weak affinity towards the 

Ca2+ ion. Interaction between the EF-hands and the Ca2+ ion showed that the structure stability of 

the protein increased in the presence of calcium. The absorption curve measured using CD-

spectroscopy showed two signal features that are common for α-helixes, which implies the presence 

of two independently connected α-helixes, thus the existence of the EF-motif. It can therefore likely 

be concluded that the CaM-like domain, which contains the EF-hands is present within 

Phytophthora infestans. Furthermore the protein showed to be calcium sensitive, revealed through 

an increase in structure stability. However further studies would be necessary in order of 

determining if the data collected can be considers accurate, with accordance to the function of the 

protein. Also regarding the failed transformation of the N-terminal, since currently only half of the 

protein’s functions have been examined.  
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Figure 10: The figure shows the UV absorbance of the protein through a gel filtration column. Indicating if the protein might be 

a monomer depending on abortion and time. The peak around 20-25 min implies that the protein is most likely a monomer, 

however the smaller peaks prior could indicate possible dimmer structure. The internal standard tryptophan found at 70-75 min. 
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